POWER SHUT DOWN

Panaji: August 22, 2019
Sravana 31, 1941

A Power shut down is arranged at 11KV Housing Board feeder on August 24, 2019 from 9.00 a.m to 2.00 p.m. to carry out the urgent maintenance work. The areas affected Teachers Training Institute, Director of Education, GCA, Police Quarters, Vidhya Probodini School, Nova Cidade, Catering College, Parts of Housing Board Colony, P & T Colony, Defence Colony, PWD Water Tank, Fedric Palace, Kadamba Depot Road and surrounding areas.

Similarly on August 24, 2019 at 11KV Diwar feeder from 9.00 a.m to 2.00 p.m. to carry out urgent maintenance work. The areas affected is Saude.

Similarly on August 24, 2019 at 11KV Pilgao feeder from 9.00 a.m to 2.00 p.m. to carry out urgent maintenance work. The areas affected are Pilgao village, Gaonkar Wada Piligao, Vargao, Katar, Barajan Wada, New Wada, Kamat Dock, Math Wada, Sarmanas, Saptakoteshwar and surrounding areas.

Similarly on August 24, 2019 at 11KV I.D.C feeder from 9.00 a.m to 2.00 p.m. to carry out urgent maintenance work. The areas affected are I.D.C, Industrial area and surrounding areas.

Similarly on August 25, 2019 at 11 KV Bicholim City feeder, from 9.00 a.m to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected are Nagzarwada, Shantadurga High School, Town Center, Laxmidarshan, Sonarpeth, Dindayal Bhawan, Shirodkar Hall, Sastiwada, Bicholim Urban Bank, Bhailipeth, Corporation Bank, Siya Complex, Chavata, Bicholim Market, Muslimwada, Civil Court, KTC Bus stand and surrounding areas.

Similarly, on August 27, 2019 at 11KV Pundalik Nagar feeder from 9.00 am to 2.00 pm to carry out urgent maintenance work. The areas affected are Pundalik Nagar, Housing Board Market, Oval Park, Kranti Nagar, Forest Garden, Sanjay School, Chopdekar School, Maharashtra Bank, Sai Service and surrounding areas.
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